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ASYMMETRIC SPEED-DEPENDENT SPECTRAL LINESHAPES IN CADMIUM-FOREIGN-GAS SYSTEMS�A. Bielski, R. Ciuryªo, J. Domysªawska, D. Lisak, J. Szudyand R.S. Trawi«skiInstitute of Physis, Niholas Copernius UniversityGrudzi¡dzka 5, 87-100 Toru«, Poland(Reeived June 3, 2002)Results of a series of experiments on ollisional and speed-dependente�ets aused by various foreign gases on the 326.1 nm Cd interombina-tion line are disussed in detail. Using a laser-indued �uoresene methodpreise measurements of pressure-broadened pro�les of this line perturbedby all rare gases and some moleular gases (H2, D2, N2 and CH4) wereperformed in our laboratory at pressures up to 400Torr. The line shapeswere analyzed in terms of a Speed-Dependent Asymmetri Voigt Pro�le(SDAVP) and the role of the orrelation between pressure broadening rateand emitter veloity as well as of the �nite duration of ollisions were thor-oughly investigated. These e�ets were found to be partiularly importantin the ases of perturbation by heavy, i.e. high-polarizability rare-gas atoms(Ar, Kr, Xe). Pressure-broadening and shift rates and the ollision-timeasymmetry fators as well as e�etive ross setions for the broadening andshifting of the 326.1 nm Cd line were determined and ompared with thosealulated on the basis of the van der Waals, Morse and Czuhaj�Stollpotentials.PACS numbers: 32.70.�n, 33.70.�w, 34.20.�b1. IntrodutionDuring the past two deades several detailed studies of the pro�les ofpressure-broadened atomi and moleular spetral lines have been under-taken using laser exitation tehniques whih allowed preise measurementsof �ne features of the intensity distribution in the ore and near-wing regions[1�14℄. For many years the theoretial interpretation of experimental linepro�les at low pressures was performed using an impat theory in whih the� Presented at the Photons, Atoms and All That, PAAT 2002 Conferene, CraowPoland, May 31�June 1, 2002. (2267)



2268 A. Bielski et al.radiation emitted during a ollision time is negleted. The impat theorypredits then for the intensity distribution purely Lorentzian form with thewidth (FWHM)  and the shift � of the maximum of the line linearly de-pendent on the density number N of perturbers. Traditionally, the Dopplerbroadening aused by thermal motion of emitting atoms with Maxwelliandistribution of veloities was treated as the e�et statistially independentof the pressure broadening and the resulting line shape was presented asa onvolution of the Lorentzian and Gaussian pro�les known as the VoigtPro�le (VP). However, the use of high-resolution laser spetrosopy teh-nique has enabled to reveal departures of the measured spetral line shapesfrom the VP. These departures were identi�ed as arising from two distintsoures: (1) the breakdown of the impat theory and neessity of taking intoaount e�ets due to the �nite duration of ollisions, and (2) the orrelationbetween pressure and veloity ontributions to the line shape.The �rst-order orretion to the Lorentzian pro�le oming from the �niteduration of ollisions was shown [2, 7�9, 17�21℄ to have a dispersion shapeproportional to the ollision duration time. The resulting line shape beingthe sum of the Lorentzian and dispersion pro�les beomes then asymmetriwith respet to the position of the line peak. This type of asymmetry isusually referred to as the ollision-time asymmetry in order to distinguish itfrom that aused by the orrelation between the ollisional broadening andthermal motion of the emitter. Collision orrelation e�ets have been the-oretially analyzed �rst by Rautian and Sobelman [22℄, Berman [23℄ andWard et al. [24℄. A diret manifestation of these e�ets appears when theexperimental pro�le is �tted to the VP. If these e�ets are present then, aswas shown by Ward et al. [24℄, the width D of the Gaussian omponentof the VP (usually identi�ed with the Doppler width of the line) whih re-sults from suh a �t should derease with inreasing perturbing gas pressure.The ollision orrelation e�ets beome inreasingly apparent with inreas-ing values of � = mp=me, the ratio of the mass of perturber to emitter.This means that for heavier perturbers ollision orrelation e�ets annotbe ignored and the omplete analysis of the pressure-broadened spetralline shape should be performed in suh a way that both the e�ets due tothe �nite duration of ollisions and the ollision orrelation are taken intoaount. The simplest way to analyze the modi�ation of the ollisionalomponent of the resultant line shape due to this orrelation is to expressthe parameters desribing the pressure-broadened pro�le as a funtion of theveloity of emitter and then to perform the onvolution of this pro�le withthe Maxwellian distribution. Following Berman [23℄ and Harris et al. [7℄the onvolution of the Lorentzian pro�le haraterized by speed-dependentLorentzian width  = (v) and shift � = �(v) with the Gaussian distribu-tion will be referred to as the Speed-Dependent Voigt Pro�le (SDVP). The



Asymmetri Speed-Dependent Spetral Line Shapes in . . . 2269line shapes resulting from the onvolution of the Gaussian distribution withthe sum of the Lorentzian pro�le and the �rst-order dispersion orretion toit will be referred to as the speed-dependent asymmetri Voigt pro�le.The �rst experimental observations of the ollision-time asymmetry werereported in 1980 by Kielkopf and Allard [1℄ and Walkup et al. [2℄ and laterby Raymond et al. [3℄ and other workers [4�6℄. No e�ort was made, however,in these studies to inlude the in�uene of speed-dependent e�ets on theobserved pro�les. The �rst experiments in whih both the �nite durationof ollisions and the speed-dependent orrelation between the pressure andDoppler broadening were taken into aount were performed by Lewis andhis o-workers [7�9℄ for the alium 422.7 nm resonane line perturbed byrare gases. Until the end of 1990's alium remained the only element forwhih the omplete analysis of the line shape was made. Beause of thelak of experimental data for other elements we have undertaken in ourlaboratory systemati studies of the pressure and Doppler broadening of the326.1 nm interombination line of admium interating with various foreigngases [11�14℄.The hoie of Cd as an ative atom was motivated by reent theoret-ial work by Czuhaj and Stoll [15℄ who arried out ab initio alulationsof potential energy urves for Cd, rare gas systems as well as reent ex-periments on Cd, rare gas eximers reated in supersoni expansion doneby Koperski et al. [16℄. As was already indiated by the Lewis group [7�9℄beause of the similarity between ontributions from ollision duration andspeed-dependent orrelation e�ets an extreme are is required in any ex-perimental study dealing with quantitative estimation of ontributions fromthese two soures. Our measurements were performed using a method ofLaser-Indued Fluoresene (LIF). The good signal to noise ratio and negli-gible instrumental funtion enabled us to �t our experimental line shapes tothe improved theoretial pro�les suh as SDVP or SDAVP in onsiderabledetail and identify departures from the ordinary VP whih an be asribed tothe �nite ollision duration and (or) speed-dependent e�ets. In the presentpaper the experimental results are disussed and ompared with theoretialexpetations. 2. ExperimentalHere we shall give only a brief desription of the experimental proedurebased on the LIF method; details may be found elsewhere [11�14℄. A Coher-ent CR 899-21 ring dye laser equipped with intraavity frequeny doublerCR 8500 pumped by INNOVA-400 argon-ion laser provided single mode UVoutput whih was ontinuously sanned in frequeny up to 60 GHz aross theregion of the 326.1 nm Cd interombination line. The instrumental width of



2270 A. Bielski et al.the laser is about 1MHz or 3:3 � 10�5 m�1. Laser radiation was absorbedby admium vapor in the presene of perturbing gas and Cd-atoms wereexited to the 5 3P1 state. In order to avoid problems with hyper�ne andisotope struture of the line the 114Cd isotope was used. The �uoreseneells ontaining this isotope were �lled with foreign gas and ut-o� from thevauum system and then mounted in an oven at temperature of 450K. Bymeasuring the total intensity of the light emitted from the 53P1 state asa funtion of the detuning of the ring laser the intensity distribution withinthe line was obtained.3. The ollision time asymmetryAs was established �rst by Anderson and Talman [17℄ and later disussedby several workers [2, 7�9, 19�21℄ the modi�ation of the line pro�le due tothe �nite duration of ollision an be desribed by the addition of the dis-persion omponent to the ordinary Lorentzian shape. The resulting pro�lebeomes then [19�21℄I(!) = 12� � (!)(! � !0 ��)2 + �2 �2 ; (1)where !0 is the unperturbed frequeny,  and � are the full Lorentzianwidth (FWHM) and shift of the line. Here � (!) is the frequeny-dependentbroadening rate whih in the �rst-order approximation an be written as[7�9, 19℄ � (!) =  + �(! � !0 ��) ; (2)where � denotes the ollision-time asymmetry fator. Starting from theAnderson�Baranger line broadening theory [17,18℄ Ciuryªo et al. [25℄ havebeen able to express � in terms of the elements of time-evolution operatorsor, in lassial limit, in terms of phase-shift funtions whih are determinedby �V (r) = Vu(r)�Vl(r), the di�erene of adiabati potentials in the upper(u) and lower (l) state of the emitting atom, respetively, written as funtionsof the distane r = r(t) between emitter and the perturber at time t. Forthe van der Waals potentialV (r) = �~�C6r�6 ; (3)the lassial impat-parameter alulations have been shown [19℄ to give = 8:08278NvR20 ; (4)� = 2:93624NvR20 ; (5)



Asymmetri Speed-Dependent Spetral Line Shapes in . . . 2271and � = 5:43542NR30 ; (6)where R0 = ��C6v �1=5 (7)is the Weisskopf radius. Let us note that Eq. (6) an be re-written in theform � = 0:67247 �d ; (8)where �d = R0v = j�C6j1=5v�6=5 (9)is the ollision duration time.In the traditional line shape analysis the Lorentzian width and shift areoften disussed in terms of the ross setions �b and �s for the ollisionbroadening and shifting, respetively, aording to de�nitions:  = Nv�band � = �Nv�s, where v is the relative veloity. In the Coulomb approx-imation [26℄ �C6 = A�, where � is the polarizability of the perturber andA = e2[hr2iu � hr2il℄. Here e is the elementary harge and hr2iu (or hr2il)denotes the expetation value of r2 for the upper (or lower) state of theemitter. Using Eqs. (2)�(3) we obtain for the broadening and shifting rosssetions �b = 8:08278A2=5 � �v�2=5 (10)and �s = 2:93624A2=5 ��v�2=5 : (11)We should emphasize, however, that the variations of ross setions withrelative veloity depends on interatomi interations so that, in generalase, the broadening and shifting ross setions should be averaged overMaxwellian distribution.4. Speed-dependent e�etsIn order to inlude the orrelation between thermal motion of emittersand their ollisions with perturbers, the line shape given by Eq. (1) must beaveraged over the emitter veloities. Following Harris et al. [7�9℄ and Ciuryªo[27, 11℄ the resulting line shape, alled the speed-dependent asymmetriVoigt pro�le, an be written in the form



2272 A. Bielski et al.I(!) = 4pln 2�3=2D� 1Z�1 dxe�x2x�artan[A(x; !)℄+ 12h�iBA(x; �) ln[1+A2(x; !)℄	 ; (12)where x is dimensionless emitter speed in units of the most probable emitterspeed u = (2kT=me)1=2, with me being the mass of the emitter, andA(x; !) = ! � !0 � h�iBS(x; �) + xD=(2pln 2)hiBW(x; �)=2 : (13)Here BW(x; �) = (x; �)=hi, BS(x; �) = �(x; �)=h�i and BA(x; �) =�(x; �)=h�i denote the redued broadening, shift and asymmetry parame-ters, where hi, h�i and h�i are broadening, shift and asymmetry parametersaveraged over the Maxwellian distribution of emitter veloities. In Eq. (12)D = 2pln 2!0u= is the Doppler width for the ell temperature T . Thealulation of the above redued parameters requires the knowledge of thedi�erene �V (r) of interation potentials. For the van der Waals potentialsthey an be expressed as [24℄BW(x; �) = BS(x; �) = (1 + �)�3=10M �� 310 ; 32 ;��x2� ; (14)and [11,14℄ BA(x; �) = (1 + �)3=10M � 310 ; 32 ;��x2� ; (15)where M(a; b; ) is the on�uent hyper-geometri funtion.Using Eqs. (12), (13) the redued broadening BW(x; �) and asymmetryBA(x; �) parameters were evaluated for the spei� ase of a van der Waalspotential (vdW). Figs. 1 and 2 show plots of these parameters on the reduedspeed x for various examples of �. It is seen that the orrelation betweenpressure and Doppler broadening is onsiderable even for � � 0:5. Therole of this orrelation strongly inreases with the inrease of � and for thevalue � = 22 orresponding to the ase of lithium perturbed by Xe studiedby MCartan and Lwin [31℄ the orrelation strength quikly approahes theasymptoti behavior BW(x; �) / v0:6 for � ! 1. It should be noted thatfor � ! 0 all redued quantities are equal to one (BW(x; �) = BS(x; �) =BA(x; �) = 1) and this means that for light emitters and heavy perturbersspeed-dependent e�ets an be ompletely ignored. Eq. (10) beomes thenidential with the asymmetri Voigt pro�le (AVP) whih an be identi�edwith the ordinary VP for h�i = 0, i.e. when the ollision time is negleted.
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Fig. 1. Dependene of redued broadening BW and shift BS parameters on reduedspeed x for various perturber to emitter mass ratio � alulated for van der Waalspotential (f(x) Maxwellian distribution).

Fig. 2. Dependene of redued asymmetry parameter BA on redued speed x forvarious perturber to emitter mass ratio � alulated for van der Waals potential(f(x) Maxwellian distribution).



2274 A. Bielski et al.5. Results and disussion5.1. Doppler ollision orrelationUsing the LIF tehnique we have measured the pro�les of the 326.1 nm114Cd line perturbed by all rare gases at a range of pressures up to400Torr. For these perturbers the mass ratio � is equal to 0.035 for He,0.18 for Ne, 0.35 for Ar, 0.74 for Kr and 1.15 for Xe. We have also measuredpro�les of this line perturbed by moleular gases suh as H2 (� = 0:0175),D2 (� = 0:0351), and reently by N2 (� = 0:2456) and CH4 (� = 0:1404).In order to examine the role of the Doppler ollision orrelation and the�nite duration of ollision in the formation of the spetral line shape we �ttedour experimental pro�les to four theoretial line-shape expressions disussedin preeding setion: (1) ordinary Voigt pro�le (VP), (2) speed-dependentVoigt pro�le (SDVP), (3) asymmetri Voigt pro�le (AVP), and (4) speed-dependent asymmetri Voigt pro�le (SDAVP). The best-�t proedure wasperformed using a least-squares algorithm for nonlinear parameters due toMarquardt [28℄. Our numerial �ts to the VP and SDVP allowed threeparameters to vary: the Doppler width D, averaged Lorentzian width hiand the averaged shift h�i. When �tting our experimental data to the AVPand SDAVP forms, four parameters were allowed to vary: D, hi, h�i andthe ollision-time asymmetry fator h�i.In the evaluation of the line shapes in terms of SDAVP we enountered se-rious di�ulties due to the lak of aurate theoretial interation potentials.For the Cd-rare-gas-atom systems the only theoretial potentials are thosealulated by Czuhaj and Stoll (C�S) [15℄. On the other hand, the longrange attrative interations an be desribed by the van der Waals (vdW)potentials. In our analysis both the C�S and vdW potentials were used todetermine the speed-dependent redued quantities BW(x; �), BS(x; �) andBA(x; �).Following a proedure desribed by Harris et al. [7℄ a diret evideneof speed-dependent orrelation e�ets an be obtained by analyzing the ex-perimental line shape as if it were an AVP. Their existene appears thenin the form of the narrowing of the Doppler omponent of this pro�le withthe inrease of the perturbing gas pressure at �xed ell temperature. Suha behavior whih strongly depends on the perturber-to-emitter mass ratio� was observed in our experiments for Cd�Kr and Cd�Xe systems and isshown in Fig. 3, where the Doppler widths D of the 326.1 nm Cd line de-termined from the �ts of measured pro�les to the AVP and SDAVP formsare plotted against the pressure of Xe (Fig. 3(a)) and Kr (Fig. 3(b)), Ar(Fig. 3()) and Ne (Fig. 3(d)). As it is seen both for Xe and Kr the Dopplerwidth determined by �tting data to AVP by a least-squares minimalisationmethod dereases markedly with inreasing pressure. On the other hand,
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Fig. 3. Doppler width D of �tted AVP (open irles Æ (a)�(d)) and SDAVP (dots �using Czuhaj�Stoll potential [15℄ (a)�(), triangles 4 using the van der Waalspotential (a)�(b)) to the measured 326.1 nm Cd line pro�le perturbed by Xe (a),Kr (b), Ar () and Ne (d).



2276 A. Bielski et al.the Doppler width determined by �tting data to the SDAVP is roughly on-stant for all krypton or xenon pressures, although the mean value of D isslightly higher than the value D = 0:055 m�1 expeted from the ell tem-perature T = 724K. As an be seen from Fig. 3() and 3(d) the Dopplerwidths determined by �tting data to the AVP and SDAVP formulae forCd�Ar and Cd�Ne do not vary with the pressure. Similar behaviour wasalso found for Cd�He, Cd�N2 and Cd�CH4. This means that in all thesesystems the orrelation e�ets do not play any role.5.2. Broadening and shifting ross setionsThe Lorentzian width hi and shift h�i of the 326.1 nm Cd line deter-mined by �tting the data to the four theoretial pro�les: VP, AVP, SDVPand SDAVP were found to be linearly dependent on the densityN of perturb-ing gas. From the slopes representing these linear dependenes the broad-ening (� = hi=N) and shift (Æ = h�i=N) oe�ients were determined inRef. [11�14℄. In the present work we used these oe�ients to determinethe ross setions h�bi and h�si for the broadening and shifting, respetively.Their values are listed in Table I.It should be noted that evaluation of experimental pro�les by meansof the SDAVP requires the assumption of the form of �V (r) the di�er-ene of adiabati potentials. To this end we used van der Waals (vdW)potential with C6 onstants alulated both in the Coulomb Approximation(CA) and with the Hartree�Fok (H�F) wave funtions as well as numerialab initio potentials alulated by Czuhaj and Stoll (C�S) [15℄. We alsoused the Morse potential with fore onstants determined by Koperski et al.[16℄ from their experiments on Cd-rare gas eximers produed in supersoniexpansion beams. These potentials were also used to alulate the � andÆ oe�ients as well as the ross setions h�bi and h�si on the basis of theimpat theory orreted for the ollision-duration time e�et [25℄. Resultsof suh alulations are listed in Table II.Comparison of Tables I and Table II shows that � although quite areasonable agreement between theory and experiment was found for someoe�ients in the ase of Cd�Xe and Cd�Kr systems for vdW and C�Spotentials � generally there is poor agreement between experimental andtheoretial values both for � and Æ oe�ients. It is interesting to note afairly good agreement between experimental values of � and Æ for moleularperturbers H2, D2, and N2 with theoretial ones alulated on the basis ofthe vdW potential.In order to get more insight into the mehanisms responsible for theobserved e�ets we have analysed the in�uene of polarizability � of the per-turbing partile on the broadening and shifting ross setions. To this endwe have plotted the ross setions h�bi and h�si on the quantity (�=hvi)2=5 as



Asymmetri Speed-Dependent Spetral Line Shapes in . . . 2277TABLE IExperimental values of � and Æ (in units 10�20 m�1/atom m�3), � (units 10�21/atom m�3), �b and �s (units 10�14 m2).Perturber Pro�le � Æ � �b �sHe AVP 1.155(34) �0:031(9) 0.62(34) 0.702(21) 0.038(11)Ne AVP 0.715(4) �0:090(5) 0.17(7) 0.710(4) 0.179(10)Ar AVP 1.060(6) �0:387(4) �0:30(5) 1.388(8) 1.014(11)Kr AVP 1.159(11) �0:329(5) �1:16(7) 1.939(19) 1.101(17)SDAVP--vdW 1.146(10) �0:341(5) �0:94(7) 1.917(17) 1.141(17)SDAVP--CS 1.147(11) �0:338(5) �1:00(7) 1.919(19) 1.131(17)Xe AVP 1.273(7) �0:333(2) �1:42(8) 2.394(14) 1.252(8)SDAVP--vdW 1.258(6) �0:344(2) �1:16(7) 2.366(12) 1.294(8)SDAVP--CS 1.257(6) �0:348(2) �1:08(7) 2.364(12) 1.309(8)H2 VP 1.73(8) �0:06(9) � 0.74(4) 0.05(8)D2 VP 1.34(6) �0:25(7) � 0.80(4) 0.30(9)N2 AVP 1.054(9) �0:281(7) �0:36(8) 1.526(14) 0.814(21)CH4 AVP 1.548(5) �0:446(4) �0:81(7) 1.770(6) 1.020(10)shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Aording to Eqs. (8) and (9) for the van der Waalspotential suh plots should be represented by straight lines suh that theratio of their slopes is equal to Lorentzian width to shift ratio hi=h�i =2:7528. The values of polarizabilities � for whih the plots were made arelisted in Table II. For all perturbing gases exept H2 and D2 we used exper-imental values of � given in Ref. [29℄. For H2 and D2 we used theoretialvalues alulated by Koªos and Wolniewiz [30℄. The straight lines markedby �1� in Figs. 4 and 5 represent the theoretial dependene omputed fromEqs. (8) and (9) using he C6 onstants alulated in the framework of theCoulomb approximation. The straight lines marked by �2� represent least-squares linear �ts of the data.



2278 A. Bielski et al. TABLE IITheoretial values of �, Æ, �, �b, �s (units as in Table I). Units of polarizabilities� are (10�24 m3).Perturber � � Æ � �b �s PotentialHe 0.216 0.664 �0:241 �0:01 0.404 0.293 vdW (CA)0.853 �0:310 �0:14 0.518 0.377 vdW (H-F)0.726 �0:286 �0:07 0.441 0.348 Morse1.094 0.059 0.083 0.665 0.072 C�SNe 0.398 0.644 �0:234 �0:20 0.639 0.465 vdW (CA)0.828 �0:301 �0:59 0.822 0.598 vdW (H�F)0.734 �0:063 0.06 0.729 0.125 Morse0.750 �0:142 �0:025 0.745 0.282 C�SAr 1.63 0.964 �0:350 �0:55 1.263 0.917 vdW (CA)1.239 �0:449 �0:80 1.623 1.176 vdW (H�F)1.439 �0:204 �0:70 1.885 0.534 Morse1.334 �0:358 �0:85 1.747 0.938 C�SKr 2.48 0.976 �0:354 �0:64 1.633 1.184 vdW (CA)1.255 �0:454 �1:18 2.100 1.519 vdW (H�F)1.838 �0:214 �1:39 3.075 0.716 Morse1.182 �0:181 �0:99 1.977 0.606 C�SXe 4.01 1.113 �0:403 �1:17 2.093 1.516 vdW (CA)1.431 �0:517 �1:70 2.691 1.944 vdW (H�F)1.101 �0:221 �0:89 2.070 0.831 Morse1.330 �0:322 �1:15 2.501 1.211 C�SH2 0.806 1.42 �0:52 � 0.608 0.46 vdW (CA)D2 0.796 1.15 �0:42 � 0.690 0.50 vdW (CA)N2 1.76 0.933 �0:338 -0.60 1.351 0.979 vdW (CA)CH4 2.59 1.255 �0:455 �0:66 1.435 1.041 vdW (CA)
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Fig. 4. Broadening ross-setion h�bi averaged over Maxwellian distribution ofredued veloities x versus (�=hvi)2=5. Straight line (��) � theoretial values,dots (�) � experimental values, dashed line (� � �) � best �t to the experiment.

Fig. 5. Shift ross setion h�si averaged over Maxwellian distribution of reduedveloities x versus (�=hvi)2=5. Symbols as in Fig. 4.



2280 A. Bielski et al.The plots shown in Figs. 4 and 5 learly demonstrate a departure of thereal interatomi potential from the van der Waals form. The main onlusionwhih an be drawn from suh an analysis is that it is not possible to inter-pret in a onsistent way the shift and broadening data using a van der Waalspotential alone, although in some ases the agreement with experiment isfairly good. 5.3. Collision-time asymmetry oe�ientsTable I ontains also the values of the asymmetry oe�ient � = h�i=Nwhih is de�ned by Eq. (2) and is a measure of the dispersion-shaped orre-tion to the Lorentzian omponent of the total line pro�le. This oe�ientontains information on the interatomi potential and ollision dynamisover and above the pressure broadening and shifting oe�ients. A minussign of the oe�ient � indiates red asymmetry, i.e. a higher intensity inthe red wing than in the blue. As it is seen, in the ase of hydrogen and deu-terium used as perturbing gases no ollision-time asymmetry was observed.Table I shows that in the ases of perturbation by heavier rare gases(Ar, Kr, Xe) as well as by N2 and CH4 the asymmetry is in the same dire-tion as the shift, i.e. in these ases the 326.1 nm Cd line has a more intensered wing. Contrary to that, for He and Ne the shift (red) and asymme-try (� > 0) are in opposite diretions. It should be noted that in mostexperiments on pressure e�ets on spetral lines so far performed in whihhelium was used in the role of a perturbing gas a blue shift (Æ > 0) wasobserved and this was usually regarded as an evidene of the importaneof the repulsive part in the interation potential. Aording to the theory[17�21℄, for pure repulsion potentials the blue shift should be assoiatedwith blue asymmetry (� > 0) ontrary to what we have observed in our ex-periment for the Cd�He and Cd�Ne systems. Table II ontains theoretialvalues [25℄ of the �-oe�ients alulated on the basis of the Czuhaj�Stolland van der Waals potentials. As seen from Table II the alulations basedon the Czuhaj�Stoll potentials predit for Cd�He a blue asymmetry al-though muh smaller than that measured one. On the other hand, the samealulations yielded the blue shift while the red (Æ < 0) one was observed inexperiment. We should note that the red shift and the blue asymmetry ofa spetral line shape indued by helium were observed by the Lewis group[7�9℄ for the 422.7 nm alium line. More reently, Romalis et al. [6℄ ob-served the blue asymmetry for the D1 and D2 lines of rubidium perturbedby the 4He and 3He isotopes, but in their experiments the D1 and D2 lineswere shifted towards the blue (Æ > 0).
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